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No part of this manual may be reproduced, copied, translated, or transmitted in any form or by any means without the written
permission of RCT.
Information provided in this manual is intended to be accurate and reliable. However, RCT assumes no responsibility for its use or
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All examples and diagrams shown in this manual are intended only as an aid to understanding the text, not to guarantee operation.
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⚠

Safe Operating Distance

By definition, ‘safe operating distance’ means:
The minimum distance between the operator and the machine beyond which the hazards
associated with functioning are acceptable.
Australian Standard AS/NZS 4240.2:2009 Remote control systems for mining equipment – Operation and
maintenance for underground metalliferous mining states, ‘The remote operator work location should be
designed in such a manner that ensures the remote equipment cannot come into contact with the operator
under any circumstances’.
AS/NZS 4240.1:2009 A4, ‘Safe Operating Practices’ paragraph 2 states that “The safety of mine workers shall
be paramount in the application of remote control mining machines, with Safe Working Practices and Safe
Operating Distances being determined by risk assessment”.
The two main areas for consideration are:
1. Machine operating area
2. Safe operating distance
Factors to consider when determining the machine operating area are:
■
■
■
■
■

Factoring the maximum highest gear selection in both forward and reverse that the machine will be used
on remote control. Refer to the manufacturers specifications to verify the top speed attainable.
Determining braking distance required to bring the machine to a complete stop from that speed and
conducting brake distance testing with the machine loaded/unloaded.
Consider and allow for machine articulation and implement/tool movements.
Account for working environment i.e. working on inclines/declines, surface conditions that may affect
machine motion, traction and braking.
Tramming movements.

Factors to consider when determining the safe operating distance are:
■
■
■
■

Determine the operational area that the machine will be used in whilst on remote control; factor in the use
of barriers and their effectiveness.
Proximity of safety zones i.e. cuddies, physical barriers, safety barriers.
Ensure full and clear visibility of machine operational area.
Placement of operator station (Teleremote mining only).

Australian Standard AS/NZS 4360 Risk Management may be used as a guide to assist in determining the safe
operating distance for remote control operations.
When determining machine braking distance under remote control, the following factors should be considered
when conducting tests and determining outcomes from the results.
Normal Remote Operation
■
■
■
■
■
■

Operator reaction time.
Remote control/machine electromechanical reaction time.
Machine brake condition/wear.
Hydraulic oil temperature/condition/viscosity.
Environmental conditions.
Any other factor that may affect braking distance.

Forced Shutdown
Under forced shutdown, the machine’s braking distance may be extended.
Examples of forced shutdown are as follows:
■
■
■
■
■
■

⚠

Barrier violation.
Emergency stop/remote shutdown button.
Transmitter low battery power.
Transmitter tilt switch.
Transmitter to machine communications lost.
Any other forced shutdown condition.

Important Safety Notice

Remote controls must be used from a safe operating distance outside the machine’s operating area. Operating
a remote controlled machine within this distance can be dangerous and could result in serious or fatal injuries.
Attention! Become alert. Your safety is involved.
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MTX/MRX1000 System Operation
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System Overview
The ControlMaster® MTX1000 provides full proportional radio remote control. The system consists of two main
parts, the transmitter and the receiver.
1. The MTX1000 Transmitter. The MTX1000 transmitter is a Line-of-Sight only transmitter. It remains
compatible with the existing MRX1000 Generation 4 receiver. The operator uses the transmitter to control
the machine. The transmitter is a portable, battery-powered device.
2. The MRX1000 Receiver. This is mounted on the machine. An electrical cable connects the receiver to the
machine via the electrical interface.
Communication between the transmitter and receiver is achieved via a radio link through a simple point-topoint network.
The receiver outputs are connected to the electrical interface, which drives the outputs to either the logic lead
or instrument panel lead.
A single plug at the receiver provides all the functionality required by the machine’s interface.
The ControlMaster® Series MRX1000 Receiver includes machine monitoring functions, which on detection of
an optioned fault will automatically alert the operator and display the fault on the transmitter display.
The transmitter and receiver contain internal fault logging and diagnostic modes to assist in servicing and
repair.
Note
All ControlMaster® 1000 units comply to the Australian Standard Remote Controls for Mining Equipment
AS4240:2009,AS4295:1995, CE and RCM Compliant.

Instrument Panel Lead

INTERFACE
Logic Lead

Figure 1 System overview
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Transmitter Specifications
Complies with standard:
Guidance ready:
Unit NET weight (with battery):
Operating voltage:

AS/NZS 4240:2009
Not Applicable
1.250 kg
7.4 V

Current @ 7.4 V:

Aerocomm radio – Min Power – 290 mA
Aerocomm radio – Mid Power – 340 mA
Aerocomm radio – Max Power – 420 mA
Aerocomm radio – Mid Power – Power save mode active – 200 mA
Aerocomm radio – Mid Power – Sleep Mode – 3 mA

Operating angle:

TX will operate until tilted 90° (south, east or west) park brake applied
TX will operate until tilted 110° (north) engine run off

Battery Charge plug:
Battery voltage:
Battery capacity:
Battery type:
Battery dimensions:
Battery operation:
Battery low voltage warnings:

Battery charge time:
Processor type:
Processor on board memory:
Processor baud rate:
Display:
Display overall dimensions:
Display viewing angle:
Display current draw:

LEMO Connector (1: +7.4 Vdc | 2: Thermo Sense | 3: 0 V GND)
7.4 V (fully charged)
50 Wh
4-cell lithium-ion
Height: 68 mm | Length: 77 mm | Width: 20 mm
@ 15 h with power save mode active (DIP switch 3 and 4 off)
Low battery warning @ 7 Vdc
Critical low battery warning @ 6.5 Vdc
Battery low shutdown @ 6 Vdc
Internal battery cut out @ 4.6 Vdc
~3 h
MC9S08DZ128
4 MB onboard memory
38400
LCD graphical 240 x 320 pixels
Height: 52 mm | Length: 15 mm | Width: 84 mm
180° viewing angle
130 mA

Front switch type:

OTTO P9

Rear switch type:

OTTO P9

Communication supported:
Radio types supported:
Radio baud:
Transmit power:
Radio current draw:
Line of sight operating
distance:
Receive sensitivity:

Serial 232, TTL
See below
All radios are 57600 baud
AC4790 @ 1000 mW (software adjustable)
RM-2.4G-BT @ 18 dBm
AC4790 @ 1000 mW (120 mA)
RM-2.4G-BT @ 16 dBm (35mA)
AC4790 @ 1000 mW: 200 metres: Region 2 and 3
RM-2.4G-BT @ 16 dBm (35mA) 200 metres
Aerocomm 1000 mW (120 mA) – 100 dBm
RM-2.4G-BT @ 16 dBm (35mA) -87 dBm
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Aerial type:
Communications failure time:

Max 1000 ms from loss of data

Operating temperature:

−35 C to +65 C at 95% RH

Software start-up delay:

@5s

Standard inputs:
Matching pair integrity:
Disparity checking:

32 x digital to processor
8 x analogue from joystick
1 to 9999 identity codes (software selectable)
Disparity checking on joysticks and park brake and start

Joysticks:

Hall effect joystick (dual sensors)

Firmware:

Upgradable using PC

Dimensions:
Switch processor common
supply rail voltage:
Joystick disparity error
message:
Switch disparity error
message:
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Whip standard Omnidirectional Type (Internal)

Length: 270 mm | Width: 200 mm | Height: 100 mm (from the base to
the top of the joystick)
~3.3 Vdc
Greater than 20% difference between dual sensors
Greater than 1000 ms difference between contact change
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Receiver Specifications
Complies with standard:
Operating voltage:
Communication supported:
Radio types supported:

Transmit power:
Aerial type:
Communications failure time:

AS/NZS 4240:2009
11 Vdc to 32 Vdc
9600 baud
Modbus proprietary 38400
AC4790 - 99 dBm
RM-2.4G-BT - 86 dBm
Adjustable
N-type
Max 1000 ms from loss of data

Operating temperature:

0 C to 50 C at 95% RH

Software start-up delay:

@ 800mS

Standard outputs on/off:

10 x 2000 mA pulling high

Standard outputs proportional:
Standard inputs:

Matching pair integrity:

8 x 2000 mA positive (+) pulse width modulated
8 x analogue (EMS inputs)
8 x digital (EMS inputs)
1 to 9999 identity codes (software selectable) displayed on power up

Dimensions:

Height: 60 mm | Length: 250 mm | Width: 150 mm

Diagnostics:

Configuration Utility

System reaction time:
Communications error check:

Average 87 ms
CRC-16; three consecutive data strings before registration of system
failure

Watch dog 1:

Internal timer routine
Reset by failed application program
Operating system to reset if timer not updated within 0.5 s

Watch dog 2:

Radio communications watch dog register sent to CMR by the CMT.
CMR monitors this register to ensure data from the CMT is current.
CMR shuts down on communication failure if the data is not current
after one second.
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MTX1000 Micro Transmitter External Layout (562f)
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Transmitter User Interface Input/Output
Switch Numbers
Note that in diagnostic mode, each switch on the transmitter is labelled with a number to identify the switch
number under test. The switches are referred to as Switch 1, Switch 2, Switch 3, and so on, in the table on the
following pages.
For more information on transmitter diagnostics, see Diagnostic Mode on page 42.

Figure 3 Transmitter top view switch numbers

Figure 4 Transmitter bottom view switch numbers
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No.

Symbol

Function

1

Left Joystick
(See following pages for detailed information.)

2

Right Joystick
(See following pages for detailed information.)

3

Fire Suppression System Switch
The fire suppression system switch has a red protective cover to prevent
accidental activation.
Referred to as Switch 10.
■ Lift the cover and press and release the
switch to activate the fire suppression
system. On activation, the engine shuts
down and all functions are disabled
except for the lights. The transmitter then
displays the following screen:
The system will be locked out until it is reset
by first releasing and then applying the park
brake switch on the transmitter. The fire suppression system output can only
be active once communications has been established between the transmitter
and receiver.
Once initiated, the fire suppression system output remains active even if
communication is lost between the transmitter and receiver.
If the fire suppression system switch is on and then the transmitter is powered,
the fire suppression system output will not become active during the software
start-up period.

4

Engine Start
The start switch has a black protective cover to
prevent it from being accidentally activated.
Referred to as Switch 11.
■ Lift the cover and press and hold the
switch to start the engine.
The horn will sound for three seconds before
activating the starter motor. For wheel dozer
vehicles, the horn will pulse on and off on
engine start instead of a three-second hold.
During this pre-start period, the transmitter will
display:
When the engine is starting, the following is
displayed for as long as the start switch is held.
The start circuit will only operate when the park
brake is applied, both joysticks are centred and
the engine run output is active.
If a start cycle is attempted and any of these
conditions are not met, the transmitter will
display the reason for not starting. For
example; if the park brake is not applied, the
following is displayed.
If the start process is interrupted by one of
these conditions, the start process immediately
stops with the reason displayed. If the start
switch is still on when the condition is
remedied, the start process is started from the beginning (horns sounds, etc.)
The start output becomes active when communication is established between
the transmitter and receiver, and when the park brake is applied. The start
output turns off when communication is lost.
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No.

Symbol

Function

5

Front Lights
Referred to as Switch 9.
■ Press and release the front light switch to activate the front lights.
■ Press and release the front light switch to de-activate the front lights.
The front lights output is active when communication is established between
the transmitter and receiver. The front lights automatically turn off after two
minutes if communication is lost.

6

Switch 2
Referred to as Switch 2.
■ In advanced setup mode, push and hold this switch and move the direction
joystick forward to increase the PWM set point value.
Push and hold this switch and pull the direction joystick backwards to decrease
the PWM set point value.

7

Raise RPM
Referred to as Switch 1.
■ Press and hold the raise RPM switch to increase the engine RPM to the
maximum RPM set point.
The maximum RPM function level can be set in advanced setup.

8

Horn Function
Referred to as Switch 3.
■ Push and hold the horn switch to turn on the horn.
■ Release the horn switch to turn off the horn.
The horn output can only become active once communication has been
established between the transmitter and receiver, and the individual
switches are active. A loss of communication will turn off the horn. The horn
will also sound as part of the pre-start warning.
■ To enter diagnostic mode, press and hold the horn switch, then twist and
release the power switch.
■ To exit diagnostic mode, push the power switch to isolate power to the
transmitter.

9

Switch 4
Referred to as Switch 4.
■ In advanced setup mode, press and release this switch to select the default
PWM set point value.
■ In diagnostic mode, press and release this switch to reset any fault codes.

10

Rear Lights Toggle Switch
Referred to as Switch 12.
■ Press and release the rear light switch to activate the rear lights.
■ Press and release the rear light switch to de-activate the rear lights.
The rear lights output is active when communication is established between the
transmitter and receiver. The front lights automatically turn off after two minutes
if communication is lost.
The rear light output can only become active once communication has been
established between the transmitter and receiver, and the individual switches
have been active. Lights will turn off after communication is down for two
minutes.

11

Override Switch Operation
Referred to as Switch 5.
■ Press and hold the override switch to activate the fire override function.
■ Press and hold the switch down to override the steering limit switch.
In advanced setup mode, press and release this switch to set a PWM set point
value.
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No.

Symbol

Function

12

Lower RPM
Referred to as Switch 6.
■ Press and release the lower RPM switch to reduce the RPM to the minimum
RPM set point.
The lower RPM function value can be set in advanced setup.
■ When in advanced setup mode, press and release lower RPM switch to
raise or lower the RPM.

13

Park Brake Switch
Referred to as Switch 8.
■ Push and release the park brake switch to apply the park brake.
■ Push and release the park brake switch to release the park brake.
When the park brake is applied, the receiver park brake output is off and all
joystick control is disabled along with any other function that causes movement.
The park brake switch is also the reset switch for the receiver. When the
receiver is locked out (by remote shutdown, disparity fault code, loss of signal,
tilt, 15-second standby timeout, or initial power up), the park brake switch must
be pressed and then released to provide the reset.

14

Engine Stop
Referred to as Switch 7.
In advanced setup mode, press and release this switch to exit menu options.

15

Remote Shutdown/Power Switch
■ Push the shutdown switch to isolate power
to the transmitter.
When the transmitter is first switched on,
the receiver is in a shutdown state.
■ To reset the receiver and begin operations,
press and release the park brake switch.
On the right are the initial power-up screens.
The initializing screen will appear first.
If no system parameters have changed, this
screen will clear quickly, followed by the startup lockout screen:
Once the park brake switch is pressed and then
released, the system power up lockout will be
reset.
However, the system will only reset if no
function is active. This requires switches
(except lights) to be in their off state or not
pressed and the joysticks to be centred.
If this is not the case, the transmitter screen will
display the reason for no reset. For example, if
the left joystick was not centred, the display
would be:
Once all the reset conditions are met, the park
brake switch must be pressed and released
once more to release the park brake.
The shutdown lockout will then reset. During
the reset, the following is displayed.
Use the above process to reset any alarm
condition that causes a shutdown.
The remote shutdown/power switch may be
used to shut off the engine and apply the park
brake.
The park brake is applied immediately on
forced stop standbys and shutdowns.
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No.

Symbol

Function

16

Battery Charge Port
Plug the ControlMaster® Battery Charger (12865) in to charge the battery.

17

Monitoring Display
Provides visual feedback and current status of the ControlMaster® Remote
Control System.

18

Spare
Referred to as Switch 16.

19

Press to Operate (Dead Man)
Referred to as Switch 15.
■ This is an option selectable feature, made selectable only from the
ControlMaster® Configuration Utility.
■ When selected, press and hold this switch, before any other switch or
joystick function can be activated.

20

Spare
Referred to as Switch 13.
This switch is not assigned.

21

Press to Operate (Dead Man)
Referred to as Switch 14.
This is an option selectable feature, made selectable only from the
ControlMaster® Configuration Utility.
■ When selected, press and hold this switch, before any other switch or
joystick function can be activated.
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Joystick Functions
To enable any joystick functions, the park brake must be in the released position. The transmitter display
symbol being illuminated will indicate the state of the park brake. On for park brake applied.

Left Joystick Junctions
■
■
■
■

Push to the left to steer the machine left.
Push to the right to steer the machine right.
Push forward to tram the machine forward. The RPM will also increase.
Pull backwards to tram the machine backwards. The RPM will also increase.

Right Joystick Functions
■
■
■
■

Push to the left to operate bucket curl.
Push to the right to operate bucket dump.
Push forward to operate boom lower.
Pull backwards to operate boom raise.

The machine can only be trammed forward when communication is established between the transmitter and
receiver, and the park brake is released. A loss of communications greater than one second will prevent the
machine from tramming and the park brake will apply.
The left joystick operates the following digital outputs:
■
■

Forward
Reverse

The left joystick operates the following proportional outputs:
■
■

Throttle
Steer left and right

The throttle output operates when the joystick is pushed forward or reversed.
The right joystick operates the following proportional outputs:
■
■

Bucket curl, dump
Boom raise, lower
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Transmitter Operational Features
Software Revision Number
When switching on the transmitter, the LCD provides the remote product
software version number.

Unit Identification Number
The unit ID is the transmitter’s unique address code. Every MTX1000
transmitter is allocated one of these numbers, and this number is also used as
the serial number for the remote set. The same serial number is also found on
the matching receiver. Setting the unit identification number is done using the
configuration utility, and this number is usually set at the factory.

Standby Tilt Angle
The transmitter is fitted with an accelerometer. A combination of software and
hardware determines when the transmitter is tilted or shutdown.
If the transmitter is tilted to 90 degrees in a north, south, east, or west direction
the transmitter displays as shown on the right.
If the tilt persists for one second, the machine park brake applies and all
joystick and switch functions are locked to the neutral position.
The engine will continue to idle.
■
■

To reset the tilt message, press and release the park brake switch.
To release the park brake, press and release the park brake switch.

Shutdown Tilt Angle
If the transmitter is tilted to face down for more than one second, the machine park brake applies and all
joystick and switch functions are locked to the neutral position.
The engine will shut down.

Receiver Operating Temperature
The MTX provides an indication of the MRX internal operating temperature,
shown in the top left corner of the display.

Power Save Mode
The power save feature will activate if the transmitter joysticks or switches are
inactive for a period greater than 15 seconds.
After this period, the following will occur:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A timeout message is displayed.
The switches, direction and implement joysticks will be locked.
The display will deactivate.
The machine park brake will apply.
The engine will continue to run.

To re-enable operation, press and release the park brake switch to clear the feature, then press and release
the park brake switch to resume operation.
To disable the power save mode, turn on DIP switch 3 located inside the transmitter. The display will now
continue to operate without shutting down.
Disabling the power save mode will impact negatively on operating time.
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Power Save Mode Shutdown
The power save mode shutdown is designed to automatically turn of power to the transmitter if the transmitter
is not being used or left on accidentally.
If the timeout feature is active for a time greater than 15 minutes, the following will occur:
1)
2)
3)
4)

The graphics display will de-activate.
The switches, radio, direction and implement joysticks will be powered off.
The machines park brake will apply.
The engine will shut down.

To disable this feature, turn on DIP switch 4 located within the transmitter. Disabling the power save mode
shutdown will impact negatively on battery run time. To reset this feature, turn off and then back on the remote
shutdown/power switch.
Note
The transmitter should never be left with the remote shutdown/power switch in the ON position. Doing so will
eventually discharge the battery and reduce battery life.

Engine Run Startup
CMLC-73
1. When the MRX receiver is powered on, the engine run output will turn on and remain on for 60 seconds.
This is true if the communications is true or false between the MTX and MRX.
2.

If the communications is true between the MTX and MRX before the 60-second elapse timer, then
pressing and holding engine run (MTX switch 4) will deactivate the MRX Engine Run output.

3. If the communications is false between the MTX and MRX before the 60-second elapse timer, then the
MRX will deactivate the engine run output.
4. This feature is to be named Engine Run Startup and should be made selectable from a tick box. This
feature should be enabled by default when the MTX to MRX option is selected.

Delayed Engine Run Shutdown
1. Add an additional input called Delayed Shutdown (MTX switch 4) is to be added.
2. When the delayed shutdown switch is pressed and then released (MTX switch 4), the engine run output
at the MRX will remain on for 60 seconds and then turn off.
3. If the communications is false between the MTX and MRX, the engine run output at the MRX will remain
on for 60 seconds and then turn off.
4. If the communications is true between the MTX and MRX, and the 60-second timer has not expired and
the engine run switch is pressed and then held (MTX switch 7), the engine run output will turn off.
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Bluetooth Operation
The Bluetooth radio technology provides a robust connection between the MTX transmitter and the MRX
receiver.
Each radio has an individually marked MAC address that provides identification for connection purposes. The
radio MAC address must be entered into both the MRX and MTX using the RCT Configuration Utility during
factory set up.

Connection Times
Test No.
1
2
3
4

Operation
Power on MRX
Power on MRX
Power on MTX
Power on MTX

Boot Time

Wait Time

Operation

0.8 s
0.8 s
4s
4s

>4s
<4s
>4s
<4s

Power on MTX
Power on MTX
Power on MRX
Power on MRX

Boot
Time
4s
4s
0.8 s
0.8 s

Connection
Time
8s
30 s
30 s
30 s

MTX Transmitter DIP Switch Configuration
Switch No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Description
Not used
Radio power medium / configuration power selection
Power save mode disable/enable
Power save shutdown disable/enable
Tilt detect disable/enable
Son-alert disable/enable
External radio power connector disable/enable
Internal LEDs disable/enable

Function
Status
–
Medium
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Disable
Disable

DIP Switch
Setting
Off
On
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off

Remote Control Communications
The transmitter broadcasts to the receiver at 9600 baud. Below is the sequence of communications between
the transmitter and the receiver.
Transmitter broadcasts to the receiver:
1. The transmitter sends control packets to the receiver every 120 milliseconds.
2. The transmitter requests status update (including engine monitoring and disparity checking information)
from the receiver with every transmission – The transmit/receive cycle should be complete in 108
milliseconds ready for the next transmission.
If there is no response from the receiver:
1. The transmitter will continue to transmit control packets every 120 milliseconds regardless of response
from the receiver.
2. If there is no response from the receiver for two seconds and the tramming joystick is centred, NO COMMS
FROM CMR is displayed on the transmitter screen.
3. If the comms timeout occurs while tramming joystick is not centred, the warning display will be delayed
until the joystick is centred.
When NO COMMS FROM CMR shows on the transmitter display:
1. The transmitter is still capable of controlling the receiver.
2. However, there will be no means of displaying the engine monitoring and disparity checking information.
If the receiver does not receive control packets from the transmitter:
1. If the receiver has not received a control packet from the transmitter within 500 milliseconds the receiver
will display NO COMMS FROM CMT.
2. If a control packet is not received for a further one second the receiver is shutdown with all outputs in the
safe state.
3. Once communication is re-established the transmitter LCD will display the shutdown message CMR
SHUTDOWN: NO COMMS FROM CMT requiring a park brake toggle to continue.
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Monitoring Communication Errors
The monitoring of communication errors between the transmitter and receiver can be achieved using the
ControlMaster® Configuration Utility. Connect the configuration utility to the receiver and allow the transmitter
to communicate to the receiver over a given period.
From the ControlMaster® Configuration Utility, select the Fault Log tab. At the bottom right of the screen, a
COMMS FAIL COUNT number will indicate the number of communications failures since the last receiver power
up.
To update the communication fail count, press the Read Data tab at the bottom of the page.

Service Brake
While the direction joystick is centred, the digital service brakes will be applied. If the tramming joystick is
pushed forward to select forward, or pulled in the reverse direction to select reverse, the digital service brakes
will release.
1. Service brake applied –
2. Service brake released –

The service brake output is ON.
The service brake output is OFF.

Joysticks (General)
The left and the right joysticks supply proportional values from the transmitter to the receiver. If an open or
short circuit occurs with the joysticks, the transmitter will send a null state (centre joystick position) for that
function and will indicate the failure on the transmitter display.
The joysticks are configured to have a dead band of 20 percent travel around the centre position before any
control is activated. When a joystick is moved beyond the dead band, the transmitter supplies proportional
values to the receiver with a resolution that reflects the angle of the joystick.
By moving any joystick (with park brake released), the receiver scales the proportional value between the
minimum and maximum PWM for the associated proportional valves. The maximum and minimum PWM is set
up through the advanced setup mode (see following page).
The tramming forward and reverse functions both drive the throttle proportional output. They also drive the
forward and reverse digital outputs.
A second Hall effect sensor is located on each axis of the joystick shaft to provide confirmation of the direction
of movement at the joystick.
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Advanced Setup
In advanced mode, the park and service brake is applied for all PWM setups including PWM service brake.

Initiate Advanced Setup Mode
1. Turn the transmitter off.
2. Press and hold the stop switch; then turn the unit on. Keep holding the stop switch on until the first text is
displayed on the screen.
While uploading the setup information from the receiver, the transmitter displays the screen shown on the
right.
3. Press and release the park brake switch to reset and continue.

PIN Access Requirement
1.

After initiation of advanced setup, the transmitter requests the access
PIN.

2.

Enter a valid 4-digit entry-level PIN to access advanced setup. The
cursor below selects the digit to be changed. Move the left joystick
up or down to change the number. Move the left joystick left or right
to move between digits.
Note
If this is the first time use of the MTX1000, the default PIN entry is
0000. Press and release the override switch to continue.

3.

Once the PIN entry is complete, press and release the override
switch to validate the entry. If the entered number does not match the
stored PIN, it clears and reverts to PIN entry mode denying access.

4.

When a valid entry is made, the option to change the PIN is provided.

5.

Move the left joystick left or right to continue with advanced setup or
press and release the override switch to change the PIN.

6.

In PIN change mode, the new PIN is entered in the same way as in
the PIN entry mode.

7.

Move the left joystick left or right to continue with advanced setup or
press and release the override switch to change the PIN.
The new PIN is entered in the same way as in PIN entry mode.

8.

Press and release the override switch to confirm change of PIN. The
software then continues through to advanced setup. After completing
PIN entry or PIN change, the screen will display as shown.

9.

Move the left joystick left or right to scroll through advanced setup
categories. Press and release the override button to enter a category.
Press the engine stop button to exit the menu selection
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Menu Flowchart

Entry Level PIN

Enter New
Access PIN

PWM Setup

Service Level PIN

Enter New
Access PIN

PWM Setup

Enter Service
Level PIN

EMS Setup

Reset Factory
Default

Figure 5 Flowchart – Setup mode menu

PWM Setup
For line-of-sight operation, the manual setting of PWM values becomes extremely important.
The default PWM settings will allow machine operation; however, for critical functions including steering and
throttle, the default settings will make it very difficult to successfully tram a machine.
In PWM setup mode, digital forward and reverse outputs at the receiver are not controlled, and the park and
service brake output is always asserted. Start, stop, horn, fire is still functional. Front and rear lights are still
functional.
Raise and lower rpm is selected using the lower rpm switch.
The PWM setup menu is selected from the advanced setup menu.
1.

Navigate to PWM setup.

2.

Press and release the override switch to enter. On entry into this
mode, the transmitter displays the setup screen for the first PWM
output—raise rpm.
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3.

Push the implement joystick forward or pull the implement joystick
backwards to select the maximum or minimum value set point.

The maximum setting is used for adjustment of the highest drive percentage value applied to the valve at the
greatest joystick travel. This figure should be set as low as possible to allow for the greatest resolution of
joystick travel. The lower the figure, the greater the range of proportional control.
The minimum setting is used for adjustment of the lowest drive percentage value applied to the valve at the
least joystick travel.
During normal operation, the minimum drive percentage is output when the joystick is moved just beyond the
dead-band area.
The left joystick is used to set minimum and maximum percentages with the ‘value’ percentage to indicate its
current position. The '<<’ symbol highlights the currently selected percentage. To modify a percentage, move
the joystick up or down to adjust the ‘value’ percentage as required and hold still. Then press and release the
override switch to store the setting.
To reset to default values, press and release the spare switch (4) located next to the horn switch.
Test if the min/max selection is suitable by moving the left joystick up without pressing any buttons. The
corresponding PWM output (raise rpm in the above example) will respond and show the PWM value output
onscreen (0 percent is displayed when the joystick is centred).
Note
1. The minimum percentage value can only be adjusted to increase with the left joystick. To set to a lower
value, reset to default by pressing and releasing the ‘Spare switch (4) located next to the horn switch.
2. Regardless of the output being controlled, only the left joystick up (north) changes the output.
3. The difference between the minimum and maximum is limited to a minimum of 10 percent. If the current
PWM output is less than 10 percent from the max when the min is being set, the system will enter (max–
10 percent) as the min and vice versa when setting the max.
If a function is not set up (i.e., override switch is not pressed when the function is selected), the receiver
retains its previous setup values.
To move between different PWM outputs e.g. steer left and steer right, move the left joystick left or right.
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Service Menu: Menu Selection
The service menu enables service staff to access the following configurable settings in the MTX/ARX system:
■
■
■
■
■

Reset factory defaults
Enter new access PIN
PWM setup
Enter service PIN
EMS enable/disable

1.

Navigate to the service menu.

2.

Press and release the override switch to select the service menu.

3.

Enter the service menu PIN and press the override switch.

Note
To exit the service menu, cycle power to the transmitter.
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Service Menu: 7 – Factory Defaults
The default settings should be used by service technicians as part of the set up and pre-delivery of the
transmitter and receiver.
This feature enables the following defaults to be set:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

■
■

Steer Left PWM set to 10 min 85 max
Steer Right PWM set to 10 min 85 max
Bucket Lower set to 10 min 85 max
Boom Lower set to 10 min 85 max
Forward Throttle set to 10 min 85 max
Reverse Throttle set to 10 min 85 max
All other PWM set to 10 min 85 max
Plug (D) PIN 3 is set to Stop Engine
Plug (D) PIN 4 PIN 4 is set to Check Engine
Plug (D) PIN 6 Forward Disparity is disabled

■
■
■
■
■
■

Plug (D) PIN 7 Reverse Disparity is disabled
Plug (D) PIN 8 Digital Service Brake Disparity
is disabled
Plug (D) PIN 1 Steering Limit is disabled
Plug (D) PIN 2 Steering Limit is disabled
Digital Service Brake not inverted
Fault log is reset
Forward/Reverse delay is set to 0 seconds
Aerocomm 4790 Radio is set to Medium
power when DIP switch 2 is on.

1.

Navigate to factory defaults in the service menu.

2.

Press and release the override switch to enter.

3.

Move the left joystick left or right to set factory defaults reset to loader
(MTX-MRX).

4.

Press and release spare switch (2) to reset to factory defaults.

5.

Repower the transmitter and receiver to continue.

6.

The factory defaults should be set at the receiver using the
configuration utility.
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Service Menu: 2 – EMS Setup
The engine monitoring system (EMS) is enabled or disabled through the proportional setup mode.
There are a total of eight EMS inputs available. These are defaulted to the following:
No.

Plug (D) Pin

Description

Analogue 1

1

Steer Limit Left

Analogue 1

2

Steer Limit Right

Dig 1

3

Stop Engine

Dig 2

4

Check Engine

Dig 3

5

Not Used

Dig 4

6

Forward Disparity

Dig 5

7

Reverse Disparity

Dig 6

8

Digital Service Brake Disparity

Each individual EMS function can be disabled if required through the proportional setup mode. The
ControlMaster® Configuration Utility is required to configure the text for each input if changes to the default set
up are required.
The following list provides the selectable text:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

EMS Disabled
Engine Oil Low Pressure
Engine High Temperature
Engine Low Coolant
Transmission High Temperature
Transmission Low Pressure
Hydraulic Oil Low Level
Belt Break
Brake Low Pressure
Hydraulic Oil High Temperature
Fuel Level Low
Remote Park Brake ON

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

First Gear Fault
Brake Differential Pressure
Stop Engine
Check Engine
Low Fire Pressure
Protection Lamp
Left Steering Limit
Right Steering Limit
Forward Aux Disparity
Reverse Aux Disparity
PWM Brake Aux Disparity
Dig Brake Aux Disparity

The inputs can be configured to be pull up/down, active high/low. These two features can only be configured
using the ControlMaster® Configuration Utility.
The inputs name and the ability to enable or disable can be selected through the Service Menu.
1.

Navigate to EMS setup in the service menu.

2.

Move the left joystick to the left or right to select the input name.

3.

Press and release switch 2 to alternate between turning the engine
monitoring on or off.

4.

Press and release the override switch to exit the displayed state of
engine monitoring (off or on).
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Calibrating the PWM Outputs
Movement of the machine is actuated by hydraulic cylinders. Control of oil flow to the cylinders is achieved
with hydraulic valves. Solenoid coils that convert electrical energy into mechanical motion are fixed to the
valves. The MRX1000 receiver supplies a pulse width modulated signal to the solenoid coils to control the
hydraulic valves. Unfortunately, not all valves and coils operate with the same characteristics and therefore
the response of one machine may be slower or quicker than another.
Generally the operator compensates for this machine inconsistency by varying the joystick movement to allow
smooth control at the machine. However, the degree of control with this approach is limited and often
inadequate. Typically, machine movement just becomes too snappy or too slow to respond.
The following is a guide on how to calibrate and set the receiver outputs to suit any machine with proportional
control valves.

Work Area Considerations
To complete the calibration process, position the machine in an area that allows for operation on remote
control. Pre-start and site specific checks should be made.
The following calibration tests will be completed:
■
■
■
■
■

Raise Rpm Min/Max
Steer Left Min/Max
Steer Right Min/Max
Raise Bucket Min/Max
Lower Bucket Min/Max

■
■
■
■
■

Curl Bucket Min/Max
Dump Bucket Min/Max
Forward Throttle Min/Max
Reverse Throttle Min/Max
Service Brake Min/Max

Allow enough area around the machine to complete these tests.
Position the machine on a flat and level surface.

Enter PWM Setup Mode
The PWM setup menu is selected from advanced setup (refer to Initiate Advanced Setup Mode on page 26).
1.

Navigate to PWM setup.

2.

Press and release the override switch to enter. On entry into this
mode, the transmitter displays the setup screen for the first PWM
output—raise rpm.

Note
To scroll through the different PWM output screens, move the left joystick left or right.
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Starting the Machine
1. Ensure all prestart and site specific checks have been made.
2. Ensure the machine is aligned straight.
3. Ensure the machine is on level ground.
4. Apply the park brake and lift the green start cover.
5. Hold the start switch in the start position, the horn will sound for three seconds before the engine will start.
For wheel dozer vehicles, the horn will pulse on engine start instead of a three-second hold.
6. Release the start switch and close the green start cover over the switch.
7. Release the park brake switch and raise the bucket off the ground.

Set the Machine’s Raise Rpm Minimum/Maximum Set Point
There are two set point values that require calibration:
1. The maximum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved to its maximum position.
2. The minimum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved just off centre.
To adjust these two values, perform the following:

1.

Navigate to the raise rpm screen.

2.

Press and release the override switch to select.

3.

On entry into this mode, the transmitter displays the setup screen for
the required PWM output.

4.

Push the implement joystick forward or pull the implement joystick
backwards to select the maximum or minimum value set point.

5.

Push the direction joystick forward to increase the selected PWM
value. Returning the joystick to the centre will decrease the selected
PWM value to the machine.

6.

The value will increase proportionally to the amount of travel the
joystick has moved. The percentage value on the display will indicate
the PWM duty cycle value that is being provided to the machine.

7.

Once the desired value is found, press and release the override
switch. The value is now set.

8.

Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu and allow
the next selected function.

9.

Complete the same procedure to change the minimum/maximum
PWM value. Use the implement joystick to re-select between the
minimum or maximum value.

Notes
1. Press and release the default (switch 4) to reset the PWM value to the default value.
2. Toggle the lower rpm switch to increase to maximum or decrease to minimum the engine rpm.
3. Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu.
4. To incrementally change the PWM value, first select the minimum or maximum setting using the implement
joystick. Then, while pushing and holding down Inc/dec (switch 2), push or pull the direction joystick
forwards or backwards to change the value.
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Set the Machine’s Steer Left Minimum/Maximum Set Point
For Steer Left and Steer Right, it can be difficult to establish the maximum set point. It may in some
circumstances be easier to pick a value at the higher end of the scale (85 percent) and then ensure that
maximum movement is achieved. If maximum movement is achieved, then reduce the maximum setting by 10
percent. Continue to lower the maximum setting until the maximum movement is not achieved. This should
provide a better feel for where the maximum set point is. Adding to the difficulty of establishing accurate set
points is the weight of the machine, the lack of forward or reverse movement and the service brakes being
applied.
There are two set point values that require calibration:
1. The maximum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved to its maximum position.
2. The minimum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved just off centre.
To adjust these two values, perform the following:

1.

Navigate to the steer left screen.
Ensure the machine is aligned straight.

2.

Press and release the override switch to select.

3.

On entry into this mode, the transmitter displays the setup screen for
the required PWM output.

4.

Push and release the lower rpm to raise the rpm to maximum.

5.

Push the implement joystick forward or pull the implement joystick
backwards to select the maximum or minimum value set point.

6.

Push the direction joystick forward to increase the selected PWM
value. Returning the joystick to the centre will decrease the selected
PWM value to the machine.

7.

The value will increase proportionally to the amount of travel the
joystick has moved. The percentage value on the display will indicate
the PWM duty cycle value that is being provided to the machine.

8.

Once the desired value is found, press and release the override
switch. The value is now set.

9.

Push and release the lower rpm to lower the rpm to minimum.

10.

Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu and allow
the next selected function.

11.

Complete the same procedure to change the minimum/maximum
PWM value. Use the implement joystick to re-select between the
minimum or maximum value.

Notes
1. Press and release the default (switch 4) to reset the PWM value to the default value.
2. Toggle the lower rpm switch to increase to maximum or decrease to minimum the engine rpm.
3. Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu.
4. To incrementally change the PWM value, first select the minimum or maximum setting using the implement
joystick. Then, while pushing and holding down Inc/dec (switch 2), push or pull the direction joystick
forwards or backwards to change the value.
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Set the Machine’s Steer Right Minimum/Maximum Set Point
For Steer Left and Steer Right, it can be difficult to establish the maximum set point. It may in some
circumstances be easier to pick a value at the higher end of the scale (85 percent) and then ensure that
maximum movement is achieved. If maximum movement is achieved, then reduce the maximum setting by 10
percent. Continue to lower the maximum setting until the maximum movement is not achieved. This should
provide a better feel for where the maximum set point is. Adding to the difficulty of establishing accurate set
points is the weight of the machine, the lack of forward or reverse movement and the service brakes being
applied.
There are two set point values that require calibration:
1. The maximum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved to its maximum position.
2. The minimum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved just off centre.
To adjust these two values, perform the following:

1.

Navigate to the steer right screen.
Ensure the machine is aligned straight.

2.

Press and release the override switch to select.

3.

On entry into this mode, the transmitter displays the setup screen for
the required PWM output.

4.

Push and release the lower rpm to raise the rpm to maximum.

5.

Push the implement joystick forward or pull the implement joystick
backwards to select the maximum or minimum value set point.

6.

Push the direction joystick forward to increase the selected PWM
value. Returning the joystick to the centre will decrease the selected
PWM value to the machine.

7.

The value will increase proportionally to the amount of travel the
joystick has moved. The percentage value on the display will indicate
the PWM duty cycle value that is being provided to the machine.

8.

Once the desired value is found, press and release the override
switch. The value is now set.

9.

Push and release the lower rpm to lower the rpm to minimum.

10.

Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu and allow
the next selected function.

11.

Complete the same procedure to change the minimum/maximum
PWM value. Use the implement joystick to re-select between the
minimum or maximum value.

Notes:
1. Press and release the default (switch 4) to reset the PWM value to the default value.
2. Toggle the lower rpm switch to increase to maximum or decrease to minimum the engine rpm.
3. Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu.
4. To incrementally change the PWM value, first select the minimum or maximum setting using the
implement joystick. Then, while pushing and holding down Inc/dec (switch 2), push or pull the direction
joystick forwards or backwards to change the value.
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Set the Machine’s Raise Bucket Minimum/Maximum Set Point
There are two set point values that require calibration:
1. The maximum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved to its maximum position.
2. The minimum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved just off centre.
To adjust these two values, perform the following:

1.

Move the left joystick forward until the bucket is raised enough off the
ground to allow the bucket to be curled.

2.

Navigate to the raise bucket screen.
Ensure the machine is aligned straight.

3.

Press and release the override switch to select.

4.

On entry into this mode, the transmitter displays the setup screen for
the required PWM output.

5.

Push and release the lower rpm to raise the rpm to maximum.

6.

Push the implement joystick forward or pull the implement joystick
backwards to select the maximum or minimum value set point.

7.

Push the direction joystick forward to increase the selected PWM
value. Returning the joystick to the centre will decrease the selected
PWM value to the machine.

8.

The value will increase proportionally to the amount of travel the
joystick has moved. The percentage value on the display will indicate
the PWM duty cycle value that is being provided to the machine.

9.

Once the desired value is found, press and release the override
switch. The value is now set.

10.

Push and release the lower rpm to lower the rpm to minimum.

11.

Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu and allow
the next selected function.

12.

Complete the same procedure to change the minimum/maximum
PWM value. Use the implement joystick to re-select between the
minimum or maximum value.

Notes:
1. Press and release the default (switch 4) to reset the PWM value to the default value.
2. Toggle the lower rpm switch to increase to maximum or decrease to minimum the engine rpm.
3. Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu.
4. To incrementally change the PWM value, first select the minimum or maximum setting using the implement
joystick. Then, while pushing and holding down Inc/dec (switch 2), push or pull the direction joystick
forwards or backwards to change the value.
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Set the Machine’s Lower Bucket Minimum/Maximum Set Point
There are two set point values that require calibration:
1. The maximum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved to its maximum position.
2. The minimum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved just off centre.
To adjust these two values, perform the following:

1.

Move the left joystick forward until the bucket is raised enough off the
ground to allow the bucket to be curled.

2.

Navigate to the lower bucket screen.
Ensure the machine is aligned straight.

3.

Press and release the override switch to select.

4.

On entry into this mode, the transmitter displays the setup screen for
the required PWM output.

5.

Push and release the lower rpm to raise the rpm to maximum.

6.

Push the implement joystick forward or pull the implement joystick
backwards to select the maximum or minimum value set point.

7.

Push the direction joystick forward to increase the selected PWM
value. Returning the joystick to the centre will decrease the selected
PWM value to the machine.

8.

The value will increase proportionally to the amount of travel the
joystick has moved. The percentage value on the display will indicate
the PWM duty cycle value that is being provided to the machine.

9.

Once the desired value is found, press and release the override
switch. The value is now set.

10.

Push and release the lower rpm to lower the rpm to minimum.

11.

Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu and allow
the next selected function.

12.

Complete the same procedure to change the minimum/maximum
PWM value. Use the implement joystick to re-select between the
minimum or maximum value.

Notes:
1. Press and release the default (switch 4) to reset the PWM value to the default value.
2. Toggle the lower rpm switch to increase to maximum or decrease to minimum the engine rpm.
3. Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu.
4. To incrementally change the PWM value, first select the minimum or maximum setting using the implement
joystick. Then, while pushing and holding down Inc/dec (switch 2), push or pull the direction joystick
forwards or backwards to change the value.
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Set the Machine’s Curl Bucket Minimum/Maximum Set Point
There are two set point values that require calibration:
1. The maximum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved to its maximum position.
2. The minimum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved just off centre.

To adjust these two values, perform the following:

1.

Move the left joystick forward until the bucket is raised enough off the
ground to allow the bucket to be curled.

2.

Navigate to the curl bucket screen.
Ensure the machine is aligned straight.

3.

Press and release the override switch to select.

4.

On entry into this mode, the transmitter displays the setup screen for
the required PWM output.

5.

Push and release the lower rpm to raise the rpm to maximum.

6.

Push the implement joystick forward or pull the implement joystick
backwards to select the maximum or minimum value set point.

7.

Push the direction joystick forward to increase the selected PWM
value. Returning the joystick to the centre will decrease the selected
PWM value to the machine.

8.

The value will increase proportionally to the amount of travel the
joystick has moved. The percentage value on the display will indicate
the PWM duty cycle value that is being provided to the machine.

9.

Once the desired value is found, press and release the override
switch. The value is now set.

10.

Push and release the lower rpm to lower the rpm to minimum.

11.

Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu and allow
the next selected function.

12.

Complete the same procedure to change the minimum/maximum
PWM value. Use the implement joystick to re-select between the
minimum or maximum value.

Notes:
1. Press and release the default (switch 4) to reset the PWM value to the default value.
2. Toggle the lower rpm switch to increase to maximum or decrease to minimum the engine rpm.
3. Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu.
4. To incrementally change the PWM value, first select the minimum or maximum setting using the implement
joystick. Then, while pushing and holding down Inc/dec (switch 2), push or pull the direction joystick
forwards or backwards to change the value.
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Set the Machine’s Dump Bucket Minimum/Maximum Set Point
There are two set point values that require calibration:
1. The maximum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved to its maximum position.
2. The minimum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved just off centre.

To adjust these two values, perform the following:

1.

Move the left joystick forward until the bucket is raised enough off the
ground to allow the bucket to be curled.

2.

Navigate to the dump bucket screen.
Ensure the machine is aligned straight.

3.

Press and release the override switch to select.

4.

On entry into this mode, the transmitter displays the setup screen for
the required PWM output.

5.

Push and release the lower rpm to raise the rpm to maximum.

6.

Push the implement joystick forward or pull the implement joystick
backwards to select the maximum or minimum value set point.

7.

Push the direction joystick forward to increase the selected PWM
value. Returning the joystick to the centre will decrease the selected
PWM value to the machine.

8.

The value will increase proportionally to the amount of travel the
joystick has moved. The percentage value on the display will indicate
the PWM duty cycle value that is being provided to the machine.

9.

Once the desired value is found, press and release the override
switch. The value is now set.

10.

Push and release the lower rpm to lower the rpm to minimum.

11.

Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu and allow
the next selected function.

12.

Complete the same procedure to change the minimum/maximum
PWM value. Use the implement joystick to re-select between the
minimum or maximum value.

Notes:
1. Press and release the default (switch 4) to reset the PWM value to the default value.
2. Toggle the lower rpm switch to increase to maximum or decrease to minimum the engine rpm.
3. Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu.
4. To incrementally change the PWM value, first select the minimum or maximum setting using the implement
joystick. Then, while pushing and holding down Inc/dec (switch 2), push or pull the direction joystick
forwards or backwards to change the value.
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Set the Machine’s Forward Throttle Minimum/Maximum Set Point
There are two set point values that require calibration:
1. The maximum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved to its maximum position.
2. The minimum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved just off centre.

To adjust these two values, perform the following:

1.

Move the left joystick forward until the bucket is raised enough off the
ground to allow the bucket to be curled.

2.

Navigate to the forward throttle screen.
Ensure the machine is aligned straight.

3.

Press and release the override switch to select.

4.

On entry into this mode, the transmitter displays the setup screen for
the required PWM output.

5.

Push the implement joystick forward or pull the implement joystick
backwards to select the maximum or minimum value set point.

6.

Push the direction joystick forward to increase the selected PWM
value. Returning the joystick to the centre will decrease the selected
PWM value to the machine.

7.

The value will increase proportionally to the amount of travel the
joystick has moved. The percentage value on the display will indicate
the PWM duty cycle value that is being provided to the machine.

8.

Once the desired value is found, press and release the override
switch. The value is now set.

9.

Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu and allow
the next selected function.

10.

Complete the same procedure to change the minimum/maximum
PWM value. Use the implement joystick to re-select between the
minimum or maximum value.

Notes:
1. Press and release the default (switch 4) to reset the PWM value to the default value.
2. Toggle the lower rpm switch to increase to maximum or decrease to minimum the engine rpm.
3. Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu.
4. To incrementally change the PWM value, first select the minimum or maximum setting using the implement
joystick. Then, while pushing and holding down Inc/dec (switch 2), push or pull the direction joystick
forwards or backwards to change the value.
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Set the Machine’s Reverse Throttle Minimum/Maximum Set Point
There are two set point values that require calibration:
1. The maximum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved to its maximum position.
2. The minimum PWM duty cycle is sent to the machine when the joystick is moved just off centre.

To adjust these two values, perform the following:

1.

Move the left joystick forward until the bucket is raised enough off the
ground to allow the bucket to be curled.

2.

Navigate to the REVERSE THROTTLE screen.
Ensure the machine is aligned straight.

3.

Press and release the override switch to select.

4.

On entry into this mode, the transmitter displays the setup screen for
the required PWM output.

5.

Push the implement joystick forward or pull the implement joystick
backwards to select the maximum or minimum value set point.

6.

Push the direction joystick forward to increase the selected PWM
value. Returning the joystick to the centre will decrease the selected
PWM value to the machine.

7.

The value will increase proportionally to the amount of travel the
joystick has moved. The percentage value on the display will indicate
the PWM duty cycle value that is being provided to the machine.

8.

Once the desired value is found, press and release the override
switch. The value is now set.

9.

Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu and allow
the next selected function.

10.

Complete the same procedure to change the minimum/maximum
PWM value. Use the implement joystick to re-select between the
minimum or maximum value.

Notes:
1. Press and release the default (switch 4) to reset the PWM value to the default value.
2. Toggle the lower rpm switch to increase to maximum or decrease to minimum the engine rpm.
3. Press and release the engine stop switch to exit the menu.
4. To incrementally change the PWM value, first select the minimum or maximum setting using the implement
joystick. Then, while pushing and holding down Inc/dec (switch 2), push or pull the direction joystick
forwards or backwards to change the value.
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Diagnostic Mode
In diagnostic mode the transmitter joysticks and switches can be tested and displayed without transmitting the
states to the receiver. No communication is required between the transmitter and the receiver for this test.
Additionally, diagnostic mode is used to recall the logged fault codes from the receiver. Each switch is labelled
with a number to identify the switch number under test.

Figure 6 MTX1000 micro-transmitter with labelled switches, top view

Figure 7 MTX1000 micro-transmitter with labelled switches, bottom view
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Joystick Display
1.

To initiate diagnostic mode, turn the transmitter off; press and hold
the horn switch, then turn the unit on. Keep holding the horn select
switch on until the first text is displayed on the screen. The transmitter
will display the joystick status screen.

2.

The screen indicates the status when the joysticks are centred and
the status of the last known input.

3.

The left half of the screen displays the left joystick and the right half
displays the right joystick. The percentages and messages below
change depending on the movement of the joysticks or buttons. For
example, if the right joystick is north 37 percent and east 20 percent
and the right joystick centred the screen will display as shown at right.

4.

The normally open and close contacts are displayed at the lower part
of the display.

Fault Code Recall
1.

With the joysticks centred, press and release switch 2 and the
override switches at the same time to change the diagnostic mode to
display the fault log from the receiver.

2.

The receiver logs the last 30 fault codes that caused a shutdown.
These include: system errors, disparity errors, fire system activation,
joystick disparity, Guidance assist and joystick CAN errors (see the
alarm section for a full description of these errors).

3.

When entering the fault log, the most recent fault code is recalled
from the receiver. The screen will display as shown at right.

4.

If communication with the receiver is healthy, the most recent fault
code will be displayed.

5.

The next fault is recalled by moving the left joystick left and right.

6.

Once all faults have been recalled, the first fault is displayed again.

7.

The fault list can be erased by pressing switch 4 (located next to the
horn switch).

8.

If no faults are logged the screen displays as shown at right.

9.

With the joysticks centred, press and release switch 2 (located next
to the raise rpm switch) and the override switches at the same time
to change from the fault log screen back to the diagnostic mode.

10.

To return the transmitter to normal operating mode the transmitter
must be turned OFF then ON again.
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4

Receiver
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Receiver External Layout (595r)
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Figure 8 Drawing 595r – Receiver external layout
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Receiver Operational Features
Part No.

Description

1

Receiver Logic plug (A)

2

Receiver Logic plug (C)

3

Receiver Logic plug (D)

4

Receiver Logic plug (B)

5

Aerial Connector (SMA Female)

Unit Identification Number
Each MRX1000 receiver and MTX Transmitter set is assigned a unique unit identification number. This number
is set at the factory.

MRX Receiver Link Configuration
Link
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Description

Default position

Status

1

CAN Address 1

2

CAN Address 2

Not Connected
Not Connected

3

CAN Address 3

Not Connected

4

CAN Address 4

Not Connected

5

Option 1

Not Connected

6

Option 2

Not Connected

7

Option 3

Not Connected

8

Option 4

Not Connected

9

5-volt PWM Throttle

Not Connected

9

24-volt PWM Throttle

10

CAN Termination

1

Not Connected
Not Connected
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Receiver I/O Tables
Name

Connector

Pin Direction Description

Supply_In

A

1

0 V_In

A

V out

A

0V_Out
RS232_TX

Voltage

Logic Pin

6 V to 32 V

31

In

Processor Positive Supply Voltage

2

In

0 V supply

3

Out

RFI Radio Supply

A

4

Out

RFI Radio GND

A

5

Out

RS232 Tx Data RFI Radio Main Port

RS232_RX

A

6

In

Ethernet +

A

7

Out

Ethernet

Ethernet −

A

8

Out

Ethernet

Ethernet +

A

9

Out

Ethernet

Ethernet −

A

10

Out

Ethernet

Programming

A

11

Out

Modbus TX

Programming

A

12

In

Modbus RX

PWM Drive

B

1

In

PWM Drive

Smart switch 1

B

2

Out

PWM Output 1 (Steer Left)

12 / 24 V

26

Smart switch 1

B

3

Out

PWM Output 2 (Steer Right)

12 / 24 V

27

Smart switch 2

B

4

Out

PWM Output 3 (Raise Bucket)

12 / 24 V

28

Smart switch 2

B

5

Out

PWM Output 4 (Lower Bucket)

12 / 24 V

29

Smart switch 3

B

6

Out

PWM Output 5 (Curl Bucket)

12 / 24 V

30

Smart switch 3

B

7

Out

PWM Output 6 (Dump Bucket)

Smart switch 4

B

8

Out

PWM Output 7 (Throttle)

Smart switch 4

B

9

Out

PWM Output 8 (Digital Service Brake)

CAN_HI In

B

10

In

CAN High In

CAN_LO In

B

11

In

CAN Lo In

CAN GND

B

12

In

CAN GND

Digital Drive

C

1

In

FET Drive

Smart switch 5

C

2

Out

Smart switch 5

C

3

Out

Smart switch 6

C

4

Smart switch 6

C

Smart switch 7

C

Smart switch 7
Smart switch 8
Smart switch 8
Smart switch 9

RS232 Rx Data

8

RFI Radio Main Port

16

12 / 24 V

40

5 / 12 / 24 V

39

12 / 24 V

32

Digital Output 1 (Engine Run)

12 / 24 V

2

Digital Output 2 (Engine Start)

12 / 24 V

1

Out

Digital Output 3 (Park Brake)

12 / 24 V

4

5

Out

Digital Output 4 (Front Lights)

12 / 24 V

3

6

Out

Digital Output 5 (Rear Lights)

12 / 24 V

5

C

7

Out

Digital Output 6 (Fire Suppression)

12 / 24 V

14

C

8

Out

Digital Output 7 (Override)

12 / 24 V

35

C

9

Out

Digital Output 8 (Horn)

12 / 24 V

12

C

10

Out

Digital Output 9 (Reverse)

12 / 24 V

13

Smart switch 9

C

11

Out

Digital Output 10 (Forward)

12 / 24 V

21

5 V_Analogue

C

12

Out

Analogue Output 1 (Throttle)

Analogue 1

D

1

In

Analogue/Digital Steer Limit Left

0 to 5 V 30 Max

9

Analogue 2

D

2

In

Analogue/Digital Steer Limit Right

0 to 5 V 30 Max

10

Digital 1

D

3

In

Analogue/Digital Stop Engine

0 to 5 V 30 Max

19

Digital 2

D

4

In

Analogue/Digital Check Engine

0 to 5 V 30 Max

20

Digital 3

D

5

In

Analogue/Digital Not Used

0 to 5 V 30 Max

Digital 4

D

6

In

Analogue/Digital Forward Disparity

0 to 5 V 30 Max

17

Digital 5

D

7

In

Analogue/Digital Reverse Disparity

0 to 5 V 30 Max

6

Digital 6

D

8

In

Analogue/Digital Digital Service Brake

0 to 5 V 30 Max

7

D

9

Spare

CAN_HI Out

D

10

Out

CAN High Out

CAN_LO Out

D

11

Out

CAN Lo Out

CAN Ground

D

12

Out

CAN Ground
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Auto Test Function (Configuration Utility)
This feature cycles through all digital and PWM outputs to test manufactured receivers without requiring a
transmitter. This test is password protected and for RCT internal use only.
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Transmitter Battery Charging
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Battery Charging Overview
The MTX1000 transmitter is powered by an internal 7.4-volt lithium-ion rechargeable battery. The transmitter
battery is expected to last approximately 15 hours of constant use. The battery will require approximately
three hours to recharge from flat.
The 12865 battery charger contains a tri-colour LED to indicate the battery’s state of charge.
The three states of charge are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Orange – Constant current charging
Orange with green blink – Constant voltage charging
Green – Battery charged
Red – System fault

Operation
1. Plug the 9595 power supply into the 240 volts ac main supply.
2. Plug the battery charger lead into the handheld transmitter.
3. Turn on the power switch at the 240 volts ac main supply.

Figure 9 12865 Charger with power supply to suit MTX1000 Handheld Remotes
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Lithium-ion Battery Charger
Overview
The ControlMaster® Battery Charger, has been designed to provide a simple and compact charging source for
lithium-ion batteries to suit the ControlMaster® MTX1000 transmitters.
The battery charger works by using an ac adaptor, reducing the mains voltage ac power source to 24 volts dc.
The dc voltage is supplied to the charger module which supplies a suitable voltage and current source to
charge the 7.4-volt lithium-ion battery.

Safety Instructions
Correct Use
This charger is only intended for use with the MTX battery (part number 12866). The charger is not designed
to charge any other battery.
1. The charger is designed for use in a dry and protected environment at temperatures of 0 to +50 °C, indoor
use only.
General Safety Instructions
1. Connect the charger only to a correctly installed socket. The voltage must correspond to the one specified
on the rating plate of the charger.
2. Ensure that the mains cable is not damaged and keep it away from sharp edges, humidity, heat or oil.
3. Do not connect the charger if the mains cable is damaged. A damaged mains cable must be replaced
immediately. Contact RCT sales team for a replacement cable.
4. Place the mains cable safely and out of the way to prevent it from becoming a tripping hazard.
5. Remove plug from mains if the charger is not in use.
Special Safety Instructions
1. Disconnect the battery and remove input power from the charger immediately if the charger becomes hot.
2. Do not cover the charger as it could overheat and thus be damaged.
3. Prior to installation, maintenance or repair, disconnect the charger from mains power.
4. Do not allow water, moisture or foreign objects into the charger.
5. Do not expose the charger to strong sunlight for a prolonged period of time.
6. Allow the charger or battery to cool down before reconnecting.
7. Always disconnect from the power source when not in use.
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Battey Charger Internal Layout (562v)
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Figure 10 Drawing 562v – Battery charger internal layout

Technical Specifications
CHARGER

INPUT

Part number:

12865

Stock code:

CH346

Ac voltage range:

90–264 Vac 50/60 Hz

Dc voltage range:

24 Vdc

Efficiency:
Max input power
OUTPUT

100 W

Constant current (CC) mode:

At beginning of charging, 2.0 Adc (Av) constant
charging current to charge the pack until the pack
voltage reaches to 7.4 V (+1%, −3%).

Constant voltage (CV) mode:

The output will keep 7.4 V constant through the end of
charging.

Max output power:
Battery fully charged
condition:
Efficiency:
ENVIRONMENT

75% minimum full load at rated input

Operating temperature and
humidity range:
Storage temperature and
humidity range:

CERTIFICATES

Safety:

MECHANICAL

Weight:
Dimensions:

35 W ± 5%
Terminate current ≦ 200 ± 10 mA
Initial battery voltage > 7.4 ± 0.5 V
≧ 90%
0 ~ 50 °C / 20 ~ 90% RH
−20 ~ 85 °C / 20 ~ 90% RH
EMI
Approximately 0.250 kg
Length: 150 mm | Width: 50 mm | Height: 100 mm

Note
The ac mains plug supplied with the battery charger is only suitable for use in Australia, New Zealand, China
and Argentina.
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Compliance
The particular standards that we presently comply with, relating to the battery charger, include:
1. CE
2. RCM (formerly C-tick)
3. FCC
■ IEC60335-1:2013-12 – Household and similar electrical appliances – Safety – Part 1: General
requirements
■ IEC60335-2-29:2004-12 - Household and similar electrical appliances – Safety – Part 2-29: Particular
requirements for battery chargers

Electrical Warnings

⚠

Warning! Danger of Serious or Fatal Injury

1. Before use, read the manual completely.
2. Turn the power switch to the OFF position before connecting or disconnecting the battery.
3. Never touch the unit when your hands are wet.
4. Never operate the unit if foreign materials such as metallic objects, water, or other debris have fallen inside.
Contact RCT for check and repair.
5. Never allow foreign objects to touch the battery connector terminals.
6. Never block the vents on either side of the enclosure.
7. Never operate the unit when damaged in any way.
8. Never connect to a non-rechargeable battery—may cause a leakage or an explosion.
9. This unit is designed to charge the RCT ControlMaster® MTX1000 battery (part number (12865) ONLY.
Do NOT use to charge any other type of battery.
10. This unit is for indoor use only.
11. Place the unit in an area that allows air circulation.
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Transmitter and Receiver Storage
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Transmitter and Receiver Storage
When remote mining is completed, the following steps should be taken:
1. Operate all remote functions. Note any defects in writing.
2. Operate all manual functions. Note any defects in writing.
3. Clean and store ControlMaster Units (transmitter/receiver) in a dry, clean area. The transmitter and
receiver displays can be cleaned with ArmorAll Protectant Original or a damp cloth. Tougher stains and
dirt can be removed from the receiver enclosure with Jif Cream  then cleaned with Ajax Spray n’ Wipe.
Take care not to scratch the units.
4. Clean and charge transmitter battery.
5. Report any and all defects noted to your supervisor and service personnel in writing.
Note
Never apply any solvent-based cleaners to the transmitter or receiver as it can destroy the sealing agents used
in these components, as can any cleaning agents containing trichloroethylene or tetrachloroethylene
Note
RCT can supply a fully insulated transit case to ensure the safe transport of your equipmente in freight and on
site.
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Disparity Checking
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Basic Operation Information
The ControlMaster MRX1000 Remote Control system incorporates disparity checking as standard. The
transmitter joysticks contain Hall effect sensors for each axis.
Both sensors provide analogue signals into the CPU. The potentiometer
values are then checked to ensure the values are within a set range.
If the values are out of specification the transmitter will be shut down. The
receiver outputs are switched off, putting the machine in a safe mode with
the engine switched off. The screen will display which joystick and axis has
the disparity with instructions on how to reset the alarm. For example, if the
disparity was on the left joystick, north/south axis the following error will be
displayed.

Reset Receiver and Restart Operations
To reset the receiver and restart operations, the park brake switch must be
toggled. However, the system will only reset if no function is active; this
requires switches (except lights) to be in their off state and the joysticks to
be centred. If this is not the case the transmitter screen will display the
reason for no reset.
For example, if the right joystick is not centred, the following screen will be
displayed:
Once all the reset conditions are met, the park brake must be toggled. The
system lockout and the disparity are then reset. During the reset, the
following is displayed:
Use this same process to reset any alarm condition that causes a shutdown.
If the alarm condition still exists, the first alternate screens above (PARK
BRK >ON>OFF) will be redisplayed.

Disparity Checking
The park brake switch circuitry includes disparity checking. This provides
two park brake inputs which are mutually exclusive. Therefore, if one input
is high then the other input must be low or vice versa. If both inputs are at the same level then the message
PARK BRAKE SWITCH FAIL is displayed and the system is shutdown requiring reset as described previously
in joystick disparity.
The receiver PCB board have built in disparity checking. The system checks the input signal received and
compares it to the output signal. It achieves this by gathering the following information:
Commands from the transmitter to the receiver, including joystick information, internal information from the
receiver itself, including the state of communications, operating mode, signal status from the PWM and FET
outputs.
If a disparity exists between the information sent from the transmitter and
what is provided by the receiver outputs, the receiver outputs are switched
off putting the machine in a safe mode with the engine switched off and the
park brake applied. The individual fault message is displayed at the
transmitter on the LCD alternately with instructions on how to reset the alarm.
For example, if a disparity error exists on the Steer Left output the following
screen will be displayed:
The system requires resetting as described above in joystick disparity.
The following table lists all outputs (digital and PWM) and the message that
will be displayed on the transmitter LCD screen. All outputs are disparity
checked.
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Disparity Error Messages
Displayed
Message

Description

Plug No.

PIN No.

Logic
Plug

DISPARITY
START

Start output either shorted to ground, shorted
to positive or not on when requested.

C

3

1

DISPARITY
STOP

Stop output either shorted to ground, shorted
to positive or not on when requested.

C

2

2

DISPARITY
FRONT LIGHTS

Front lights output either shorted to ground,
shorted to positive or not on when requested.

C

5

3

DISPARITY
PARK BRAKE

Park brake output either shorted to ground,
shorted to positive or not on when requested.

C

4

4

DISPARITY
REAR LIGHTS

Rear lights output either shorted to ground,
shorted to positive or not on when requested.

C

6

5

INPUT FAIL
REVERSE

Reverse gear input not active high when the
reverse output is on.

D

7

6

INPUT FAIL
SERVICE BRAKE

Service brake input not inverted to service
brake output.

D

8

7

DISPARITY
HORN

Horn output either shorted to ground, shorted
to positive or not on when requested.

C

9

12

DISPARITY
REVERSE

Reverse output either shorted to ground,
shorted to positive or not on when requested.

D

7

13

DISPARITY
FIRE
EXTINGUISHER

Fire suppression system output either shorted
to ground, shorted to positive or not on when
requested.

C

7

14

INPUT FAIL
FORWARD

Forward gear input not active high when the
Forward output is on.

D

6

17

DISPARITY
FORWARD

Forward gear output either shorted to ground,
shorted to positive or not on when requested.

C

11

21

DISPARITY
STEER LEFT

Steer left output either shorted to ground,
shorted to positive or not on when requested.

B

2

26

DISPARITY
STEER RIGHT

Steer right output either shorted to ground,
shorted to positive or not on when requested.

B

3

27

DISPARITY
RAISE BUCKET

Raise bucket output either shorted to ground,
shorted to positive or not on when requested.

B

4

28

DISPARITY
LOWER BUCKET

Lower bucket output either shorted to ground,
shorted to positive or not on when requested.

B

5

29

DISPARITY
CURL BUCKET
DISPARITY

Curl bucket output either shorted to ground,
shorted to positive or not on when requested.

B

6

30

Service brake output either shorted to ground,
shorted to positive or not on when requested.

D

32

Fire override output either shorted to ground,
shorted to positive or not on when requested.

C

14

Throttle output either shorted to ground,
shorted to positive or not on when requested.

C

39

Dump bucket output either shorted to ground,
shorted to positive or not on when requested.

B

40

SERVICE BRAKE
DISPARITY
FIRE OVERRIDE
DISPARITY
THROTTLE
DISPARITY
DUMP BUCKET
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System Errors and Alarms
System Errors
On-board System Protection
The MRX1000 receiver contains a number of systems designed to protect the on-board components.
System errors are caused by internal or external faults. When this happens, the system places the machine
into a safe state. When the receiver detects system errors, it switches off its outputs and places the machine
into a safe mode with the engine switched off.
The individual alarm message is displayed at the transmitter on the LCD screen alternately with instructions
on how to reset the alarm.
To reset the receiver, press and release the park brake switch on the transmitter, as described in the joystick
disparity error reset procedure previously.

Reset Required Alarms
There are several alarms that are critical enough to shut down the system and require the park brake toggle
to reset. Most of these are explained in detail in the transmitter operations sections where relevant, such as
system lockout on power up.
When these alarms occur, the receiver outputs switch off and place the
machine into a safe mode with the engine switched off. The individual alarm
message is displayed at the transmitter on the LCD screen alternately with
instructions on how to reset the alarm. For example, if the fire suppression
system is activated, the following screen will be displayed:
To reset the receiver, press and release the park brake switch on the
transmitter, as described in the joystick disparity error reset procedure
above.
The following table lists all alarms requiring system reset and the message
that will be displayed on the transmitter LCD screen.

Displayed Message
PARK BRAKE SWITCH FAIL
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Description
The dual mutually exclusive inputs from the park brake switch are the
same (both on or both off) indicating switch failure.

TX TILTED SHUTDOWN

Transmitter was tilted face down for more than 1.5 seconds.

FIRE EXT ACTIVATED

Fire extinguisher has been activated.

CMT LOW BATTERY SHUTDOWN
XX.XV

If the battery voltage level falls below 6 volts the system is shut down
and radio transmission is turned off. The display shows the shutdown
message with current battery voltage (XX.XV) alternately with a reset
message stating a new battery is required. Park brake toggle will not
reset this fault. The transmitter must be powered down; battery
replaced and powered up to reset this fault.

SYSTEM LOCKOUT

System is locked out on power up and after recovery from
communications failure.

ADVANCED SETUP LOCKOUT

Advanced setup is locked out on power up and after recovery from
communications failure in advanced setup mode.
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Auto Reset Alarms
There are several alarms that provide a warning, but are not serious enough to shut down and lockout the
system. These alarms auto-reset when the alarm condition is removed. Many of these alarms have no impact
on the receiver outputs.
The exceptions are communications failure alarms.
■
■
■
■

The tilt alarm becomes a reset required shutdown alarm if it persists for longer than 1.5 seconds.
The 15-second timeout feature requires a reset.
The power save features require a reset
The communications failure alarm becomes a reset required shutdown alarm if it persists for longer than
one second.

When an alarm occurs, the individual alarm message is displayed at the transmitter on the LCD screen.
The following tables list all auto resetting alarms and the message that will be displayed on the transmitter
LCD screen.

Displayed Message
LO BATTERY XX.XV

CRITICAL

XX.XV

Description
The battery voltage supplying the transmitter is below 7.0 volts. The alarm will
continue to display until the battery voltage is above 7.4 volts or the alarm is
superseded by a more serious battery alarm.
The battery voltage supplying the transmitter is below 6.5 volts. The alarm will
continue to display until the battery voltage is above 6.8 volts or the alarm is
superseded by a more serious battery alarm (shutdown).

NO COMMS FROM CMT

Transmitter to receiver communications failure—system lockout if longer than
one second.

STANDBY TILT

Transmitter tilted greater than 90 degrees in an east, west or south direction—
system lockout if longer than 1.5 seconds (engine remains on).

SHUTDOWN TILT

Transmitter tilted greater than 110 degrees in a North direction—system lockout
if longer than 1.5 seconds (engine remains on).
Transmitter tilted to face down.—system lockout if longer than 1.5 seconds
(engine shuts down).

ENGINE HIGH
TEMPERATURE (EMS)

Engine alarm is active (where installed).
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Operating Procedure
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Safety Alerts

⚠

Safe Operating Distance

By definition, ‘safe operating distance’ means:
The minimum distance between the operator and the machine beyond which the hazards
associated with functioning are acceptable.
Australian Standard AS/NZS 4240.2:2009 Remote control systems for mining equipment – Operation and
maintenance for underground metalliferous mining states, ‘The remote operator work location should be
designed in such a manner that ensures the remote equipment cannot come into contact with the operator
under any circumstances’.
AS/NZS 4240.1:2009 A4, ‘Safe Operating Practices’ paragraph 2 states that “The safety of mine workers shall
be paramount in the application of remote control mining machines, with Safe Working Practices and Safe
Operating Distances being determined by risk assessment”.
The two main areas for consideration are:
3. Machine operating area
4. Safe operating distance
Factors to consider when determining the machine operating area are:
■
■
■
■
■

Factoring the maximum highest gear selection in both forward and reverse that the machine will be used
on remote control. Refer to the manufacturers specifications to verify the top speed attainable.
Determining braking distance required to bring the machine to a complete stop from that speed and
conducting brake distance testing with the machine loaded/unloaded.
Consider and allow for machine articulation and implement/tool movements.
Account for working environment i.e. working on inclines/declines, surface conditions that may affect
machine motion, traction and braking.
Tramming movements.

Factors to consider when determining the safe operating distance are:
■
■
■
■

Determine the operational area that the machine will be used in whilst on remote control; factor in the use
of barriers and their effectiveness.
Proximity of safety zones i.e. cuddies, physical barriers, safety barriers.
Ensure full and clear visibility of machine operational area.
Placement of operator station (Teleremote mining only).

Australian Standard AS/NZS 4360 Risk Management may be used as a guide to assist in determining the safe
operating distance for remote control operations.
When determining machine braking distance under remote control, the following factors should be considered
when conducting tests and determining outcomes from the results.
Normal Remote Operation
■
■
■
■
■
■

Operator reaction time.
Remote control/machine electromechanical reaction time.
Machine brake condition/wear.
Hydraulic oil temperature/condition/viscosity.
Environmental conditions.
Any other factor that may affect braking distance.

Forced Shutdown
Under forced shutdown, the machine’s braking distance may be extended.
Examples of forced shutdown are as follows:
■
■
■
■
■
■

Barrier violation.
Emergency stop/remote shutdown button.
Transmitter low battery power.
Transmitter tilt switch.
Transmitter to machine communications lost.
Any other forced shutdown condition.
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⚠

Important Safety Notice

Remote controls must be used from a safe operating distance outside the machine’s operating area.
Operating a remote controlled machine within this distance can be dangerous and could result in serious or
fatal injuries.
Attention!
Become alert.
Your safety is involved.

⚠

Authorised Personnel Use Only

This remote control system should be used by authorised personnel ONLY.
Failure to obey this can result in serious injury, fatal injury and/or damage to the machine or surrounding
infrastructure.
Follow machine operating procedures at all times.
DO NOT OPERATE if the transmitter or receiver is damaged and/or not working correctly.

⚠

Hazards From Close Proximity to Machine

Machine fault ....................................... Crushing
Operator fault ....................................... Crushing
Exhaust fumes ..................................... Fatigue
Restricted driving vision ....................... Poor productivity
Hydraulic oil under pressure ................ Embolism
Rock fall ............................................... Crushing
Braking distance .................................. Crushing
Rocks under tyres ................................ Projectile injury
Engine component failure .................... Projectile injury

⚠

Complacency can kill! Stay alert.

1. Monitor your colleagues. Remind them of the dangers.
2. Ensure remote mining area is a restricted area. No personnel or vehicles must enter area whilst operating
machine on remote/Teleremote control.
3. Keep a copy of your safety rules on your machine, transmitter and person.
4. Stay in touch with Minesafe and ControlMaster® newsletters.
5. Read and maintain a copy of mines regulations and RCT product alerts for remote control operations.
6. Think safety first and take regular breaks.
7. Maintain a sensible diet and lifestyle.
8. Attend refresher-training courses.
9. Avoid repetitive work cycles.
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⚠

Remote Control Safety Rules

1. WARNING! The remote control machine’s operating area is off limits to all personnel.
2. Always test machine on manual and remote control PRIOR to remote operation.
3. Ensure you are operating the remote control from a safe distance outside the machine’s operating area.
4. Always set machine’s park brake to the correct position for remote control operations, as per the OEM’s
specifications.
5. Always confirm the gearshift is placed to the correct position for remote control operations, as per the
OEM’s specifications.
6. Always lower implements to the ground before leaving cabin of the machine.
7. Always confirm park brake holds machine before leaving cabin.
8. Never reach into cabin to turn remote control on.
9. Always ensure no personnel are working in the remote control area.
10. Do not operate if not trained in remote operation. If in doubt, do not operate.
11. Never operate a machine that has a known malfunction. Always follow remote control procedures as per
manual.
12. Never become complacent about your safety.
13. Always shut off the machine when entering and leaving the cabin.

⚠

Operating on Steep Gradient Remote Operating Hazard

When operating via remote control on an uphill gradient, if the engine was to stall and you operate the forward
or reverse directional control, the machine brakes will release and it will roll down the hill.
In this case, release both joysticks and apply the park brake.
Never shut a machine down on a steep gradient without applying the park brake first.
Note
Many machines now have automatic brake application (ABA) fitted that will automatically apply the park brake
when the engine is either shut down or stalls out.
The machine ABA (automatic brake application) feature is still functional whilst the machine is under remote
control. Operators must confirm this function as part of the remote control pre-start procedures.

■

Although machine-specific, a hazard could exist if you park a machine with the engine running on a steep
gradient and attempt to turn left/right without pushing forward or reverse. In this instance, the brakes will
release and the machine may roll.

■

If you want to turn while stationary on a steep gradient, apply the lower rpm button and push forward or
reverse while turning. This way the machine will select gear and will not roll.

Remember:
Setting the proportional settings of the transmitter may help combat the effects of a steep gradient on a
machine when it is reversing towards an operator.

⚠

Do Not Operate if You are Not Trained

For your safety, please note: Serious injury and destruction can occur if this unit is operated by untrained
personnel.
If you are NOT TRAINED in remote operation, DO NOT OPERATE!
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Remote Control – Pre-start Checks
Machine Pre-start Checks
Before remote control mining can occur the following must be performed:
Check the following items at the start of each shift. The time required is minimal and habitual performance of
these checks will help ensure safe, reliable operation.
If any irregularities are found during these checks, refer to the maintenance supervisor prior to operating the
machine. (Refer to the Remote Control Pre-Start Checklist on the following page).
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Perform walk around inspection
Fuel
Oil
Water
Fire suppression system
Lights
Remote antenna
Set machine park brake switch to correct position for remote control operation as per machine
manufacturer’s specifications
Other site requirements

■

Machine Manual Operation Checks
Check all functions work correctly.
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Start
Stop
Lights
Implement controls
Travel controls
Brakes
Park brake holds machine on incline
Horn

Familiarisation
Examine ControlMaster units. Take the time to know which switch controls each function. If in doubt, consult
your supervisor or training officer.
Note:


Always ensure no personnel are working in the remote control mining area. (Cordon off area and erect
signs and barriers as required.)



Only authorised service personnel can test and carry out repairs to the machine when the remote system
is inoperative.

⚠ Your safety is your responsibility.
⚠

Important

Always shut down the machine when changing from manual to remote control.
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PRE-START CHECKLIST FORM
Remote Control Pre-start Checklist

Company:

Site:

Machine Brand:

Type:

Fleet Number:
CM Unit No:
Tick appropriate machine type:
Line-of-sight machine:





Teleremote machine:

Guidance Assist machine:



Machine Pre-start Checks

⚠

Important

The following pre-start checklist must be completed in full a minimum of once per day before operating
a machine:
■ Complete all site-specific pre-start tasks.
■ Complete all machine OEM specific pre-start tasks first.
When complete, check the following:
Item

Ok

Item

Ok

Item

Ok

Remote/ Teleremote antenna(s)
Secure



Connected



Cameras
Clean



Secure



Transmitter/ Receiver
Confirm matched pair



Confirm no visual damage
Transmitter Battery

Confirm fully charged



COMMENTS

INITIAL

Transmitter Setup
Perform the following tasks:
Item

Ok

Assemble carry strap onto
MTX1000 Transmitter
Labels installed




Item

Ok

Radio installed




Comments

Item

Ok

Battery installed




Initial

All fields to be entered, no blanks

 = Good, no defect found |  = Attention required, see comments | [–] = Not Applicable, see comments
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Position machine in remote control testing area.
Ensure the machine is at operating temperature.
Set machine on remote control (safe working distance, barriers, signs)
Use site-specific guidelines.

On remote control, test and confirm the correct operation of:
Item

Ok
Pre-start alarm
Engine stop
Rear lights





Item

Ok
Engine start
Park brake
Front Lights

Drill on

N/A

Raise rpm

Fire activation



Starter motor isolator
Machine Motion

Right steering




Steer limit switch right

N/A

Tramming forward

Tramming reverse
Tilt switch stop
Bucket Motion

Raise
Dump








Lower

Item







Ok
Service brakes




Camera select

N/A

Emergency stop

Horn




Left steering



Steer limit switch left

N/A

Curl



Lower rpm






Comments

Initial

Operator Signature:

Date:

Supervisor Signature:

Date:

⚠ Your safety is your responsibility.
⚠ Important
Ensure a copy is placed in the remote service records folder for this machine.

All fields to be entered, no blanks

 = Good, no defect found |  = Attention required, see comments | [–] = Not Applicable, see comments
Discover more: www.rct-global.com
AUSTRALIA:
+61 (0) 8 9353 6577
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AFRICA:
+27 (0) 83 292 4246

CANADA:
+1 705 590 4001

RUSSIA / CIS:
+7 (910) 411 11-74

SOUTH AMERICA:
+56 9 8731 9925

USA:
+1 801 938 9214
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Operating Instructions – Remote Sequence
Manual to Remote Control
Machine
At remote area, position machine in a convenient area (after performing pre-start and manual checks).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Lower the implements.
Select neutral.
Select first gear (if applicable).
Apply the park brake.
Turn the engine off – leave the ignition switch on.
Turn the instrument panel local/remote switch to remote.
Turn the light switches off.
Leave the battery isolator on.
Leave the machine (close door).

The engine run startup timer is now active. The machine will continue to run for 60 seconds. Special attention
must be given to the safe operation of this machine when this feature is enabled.
Note
The machine cannot be shut down until communications has been established between the transmitter and
receiver. If communications has not been established between the transmitter and receiver within 60 seconds,
the machine will shut down.
Transmitter
1.
2.
3.
4.

Leave the machine.
Confirm the machine is facing away from you, on your right-hand side.
Turn the remote shutdown switch on (if the battery has low power, LOW BATTERY will be displayed).
Press and release the park brake switch to reset the startup lockout.

The machine is now on remote control.
Note
■ Do not use gloves when operating on remote control.
■ Position the transmitter in a safe operating distance outside the machine’s operating area.
■ Ensure the internal battery has been fully charged (always ensure you have a fully charged battery at the
start of your shift).

⚠

Caution

DO NOT reach into the cabin from the ground to turn the local/remote switch on.

Set Up Barriers
■
■
■
■
■
■

Signs
Bunds
Flashing lights
Chains
Barricades
Site-specific

REMOTE
OPERATION
IN PROGRESS

Figure 11 Example of a chain barrier with sign
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⚠
■
■
■
■

Important – Machine Safety Checks
Ensure that idle is maintained and the machine does not move.
Push the remote shutdown switch to off to ensure that the engine stops and the brakes apply.
Restart the machine, then push and hold the stop switch until the engine completely stops.
Restart the machine, then tilt the transmitter until the engine stops.

Prior to Moving the Machine
1.
2.
3.
4.

Turn park brake off (motion and implement functions are not possible with park brake on).
Operate all functions to ensure they are fully operational.
Operate machine to the manufacturer’s recommendations on remote control.
Take regular breaks to ensure no damage is being done to the machine or remotes that could cause
defects during the shift.

⚠
■
■
■
■

Important – Emergency Stop
Release the joysticks – HANDS OFF!
Push down the remote shutdown switch on the transmitter (power-on LED goes off).
The machine will halt and shut down (park and service brakes applied).
Tilt Switch Emergency Stop – occurs automatically when the transmitter is tilted past 45 degrees.

Remote to Manual Control (Delayed Shutdown)
Parking and Shutting Down Machine
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Position machine in a convenient safe area.
Return motion joystick to neutral. Brakes will apply.
Lower implements.
Push and release the park brake switch to apply the park brake.
Press and release the delayed shutdown switch.
Push the remote shutdown switch down.
Position the transmitter in a safe area.

The delayed shutdown timer is now active. The machine will continue to run for 60 seconds. Special attention
must be given to the safe operation of this machine when this feature is enabled.
Note
The machine cannot be shut down until communication has been established between the transmitter and the
receiver. If communication has not been established between the transmitter and receiver within 60 seconds,
the machine will shut down.
Machine
1. Board the machine (close the door).
2. Turn the local/remote switch to Remote Off.
The machine is now in local (manual) control.

Forced Shutdown
The ControlMaster receiver and electrical interface have inbuilt protection.
To safeguard the unit and machine from accidental damage in the event that one or more of the following
situations should occur, the operator must be aware of what will occur and the action that needs to be taken:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Loss of power or flat battery at the MTX1000 transmitter.
Loss of power at MRX1000 receiver.
Loss of power at the ControlMaster® Interface.
Loss of communications between the MTX1000 transmitter and MRX1000 receiver.

Should any of the above occur:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Remote control of all functions will cease.
The machine park and service brakes will apply.
The transmission will select neutral.
The engine will shut down.
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⚠

CAUTION!

If the machine shuts down due to any of the above situations, and it cannot be rectified by any of the following:

■
■

shutting down and repowering the transmitter1, and
is not due to a flat battery on the transmitter,

then, perform the following steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Turn off all remote equipment.
Immobilise the machine as soon as possible.
Cordon off the remote mining area (site-specific).
Call for assistance or additional personnel (site-specific).
Immediately contact your supervisor and service personnel / maintenance department.

DO NOT attempt remedial repairs
Forced Shutdown at the Machine
If the local/remote switch in the machine cabin is operated with or without the receiver fitted while the enginie
is operating:
1. The engine will shut down and the park brake may apply.

⚠

Warning! Major damage may occur

2. Return the switch to the local position and restart the machine.

⚠

Warning! Major damage may occur

When the transmitter warns of low battery power, the operator has limited time to position the remote machine
in a safe and convenient location in order to replace the transmitter battery.
Continuing to operate the remote machine after a low transmitter battery warning will induce a forced shutdown
which may cause the remote machine to shut down in an unsafe way.
Attempting to retrieve a remote machine from an unsafe area is a high risk activity and may likely impede
production.
If LOW BATTERY is displayed while using the transmitter:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Stop operating the machine.
Bring the machine back to the safe area.
Bring implements to ground.
Apply the park brake.
Turn off the lights.
Shut down the machine.
Swap over the battery.
Perform a quick pre-start (walk around the machine).
Resume work.

⚠

Important

DO NOT stop the remote machine in a hazardous or dangerous location.

Fire on the Machine
In the event of a fire on the machine while operating via remote control, the fire suppression system will have
to be activated.
Fire suppression system symbol
The fire suppression system switch has a red protective cover to prevent it activating by accident.

1

Shutting down and re-powering the transmitter can act as a system reset
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1. Break the fire tag, lift the cover and push and hold the toggle switch up to activate the fire suppression
system.
2. Once activated, the machine will shut down to a safe state.
3. The transmitter can now be turned off by operating the remote shutdown switch (push down on the button).
Note
The fire suppression system cannot work if the remote shutdown switch is turned off before activating the
system.
To activate the fire suppression system, turn on the remote shutdown switch by twisting the knob clockwise,
then activate the fire suppression system as set out above, and then turn off the transmitter by pushing the
remote shutdown switch.

⚠

Caution!

Do not operate the fire suppression system switch unless there is a fire on the machine.

⚠

Important

Always shut down the machine when changing from manual to remote control.
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Software
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Programming the Transmitter
For the transmitter and receiver to communicate with each other, both must be set to the same unit ID number.
The range of numbers can be between 0 and 9999, although the unit ID number should be the same as the
remote serial number located on the side of the receiver and beneath the battery of the transmitter. If required,
the unit ID of the receiver and/or transmitter may be changed with the ControlMaster® Configuration Utility.
The ControlMaster® Programming Lead (5708) is required to link the computer to the receiver.
The following specifies the process and steps of how to program the MTX1000 transmitter containing the
Bluetooth radio RM-2.4G-BT (13701).
1.

Connect the ControlMaster® Programming lead
(5708) to the serial port on the laptop.

2.

Remove the rear cover of the MTX to expose
the programming connector.
Connect the
programming lead (5708) to the onboard
connector CN2. Set the programming lead
switch to the up position.

3.

Start the RCT configuration utility.

4.

Ensure the transmitter is powered ON.

5.

Click File, and then click Advanced login.

6.

When the login box appears, type in the
password.
Then, click OK.

I
7.

Click Programming, and then click CM Serial
Firmware Interface as shown.

8.

When the UHC08/HS08 Flash Loader dialog
box appears, click the Open/Close button to
enable communications.

9.

Click the ‘…’ button and locate the new display
file. The filename should appear as
LCLoaderTx-Display.

10. Click Program.
11. Once programming is complete, click the ‘…’
button and locate the transmitter file. The
filename
should
appear
as
MTXAppLCLoaderTx-1.0.0.s19.
12. Click Program.
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13. Cycle the power to the transmitter.
14. When the transmitter has booted up, click
Connect, and then click Connect via Serial
Port.
15. Click the Display Settings tab and select the
display configured checkbox.

16. Click Write Device, then cycle power to the
transmitter.
17. Reset defaults.
1. Start the RCT Configuration Utility and log
in as shown in steps 3 to 6.
2. Click the General Settings tab.
3. In the Factory Rest To Application list, click
Reset to Generic Loader MTX-MRX.
4. Click Write Device to save settings.
Cycle the power of the MTX.

18. Set the unit ID.
1. Start the RCT Configuration Utility and login
as shown in steps 3 to 6.
2. Click the General Settings tab.
3. Enter the receiver unit ID.
4. Click Write Device to save the settings.
Cycle the power of the MTX.
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19. Set the processor serial number.
1. Start the RCT Configuration Utility and login
as shown in steps 4 to 7.
2. Click the General Settings tab.
3. Enter the last four digits from the MTX
processor PCB.
4. Click Write Device to save the settings.
Cycle the power of the MTX.

20. Set the radio MAC address.
1. Start the RCT Configuration Utility and login
as shown in steps 3 to 6.
2. Click the Radio Settings tab.
3. Enter the radio MAC address located on the
matching or paired MRX.
4. Click Write Device to save the settings.
Cycle the power of the MTX.
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Programming the Receiver
The following specifies the process and steps of how to program the MRX1000 receiver containing the
Bluetooth radio RM-2.4G-BT (13701).
1.

Connect the ControlMaster® Programming
lead (3314) to the serial port on the laptop.

2.

Connect the programming lead (3314) to the
Cannon connector on the receiver logic loom.

3.

Start the RCT configuration utility.

4.

Ensure the receiver is powered ON.

5.

Click File, and then click Advanced login.

6.

When the login box appears, type in the
password.
Then, click OK.

I
7.

Click Programming, and then click CM Serial
Firmware Interface as shown.

8.

When the UHC08/HS08 Flash Loader dialog
box appears, click the Open/Close button to
enable communications.

9.

Once programming is complete, click the ‘…’
button and locate the receiver file. The
filename
should
appear
as
MRXAppLCLoaderRx-1.0.0.s19.

10.

Click Program.

11.

Cycle the power to the receiver.

12.

When the transmitter has booted up, click
Connect, and then click Connect via Serial
Port.
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13.

Reset defaults.
1. Start the RCT Configuration Utility and
login as shown in steps 3 to 6.
2. Click the System Settings tab
3. In the Factory Reset to Application list,
click Reset to Generic Loader MTXMRX.
4. Click Write Device to save settings.
Cycle the power of the MRX.

14.

When the receiver has booted up, click
Connect, and then click Connect via Serial
Port.

15.

Set Unit ID
1. Start the RCT Configuration Utility and
login as shown in steps 3 to 6.
2. Click the System Settings tab.
3. Enter the receiver unit ID.
4. Click Write Device to save the settings.
Cycle the power of the MRX.

16.

Set Radio MAC Address
1. Start the RCT Configuration Utility and
login as shown in steps 3 to 6.
2. Click the Radio Settings tab.
3. Enter the Radio MAC address located on
the matching or paired MTX.
4. Click Write Device to save settings.
Cycle the power of the MTX.
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Regulations and Standards Compliance
RCT has an obligation as a manufacturer to comply with the relevant legislation and standards upheld by
Federal and State Acts and Regulations and the Australian Communications and Media Authority.
The particular standards that we presently comply with, relating to the MTX1000 Transmitter, include:
■

AS/NZS 4240.1:2009 – Remote Controls for mining equipment.

■

CISPR 22:2006 – Class A procedures – Information technology equipment – Radio disturbance
characteristics – Limits and methods of measurement.

■

EN 62209-1:2006 – Human exposure to radio frequency fields from hand-held and body-mounted wireless
communication devices. Human models, instrumentation, and procedures. Procedure to determine the
specific absorption rate (SAR) for hand-held devices used in close proximity to the ear (frequency range
of 300 MHz to 3 GHz)

■

EN 62209-2:2010 – Human exposure to radio frequency fields from hand-held and body-mounted wireless
communication devices. Human models, instrumentation, and procedures. Procedure to determine the
specific absorption rate (SAR) for wireless communication devices used in close proximity to the human
body (frequency range of 30 MHz to 6 GHz)

Additionally, when fitted with the LM Technologies LM058 radio module:
■

ETSI EN 301 489-1 V1.9.2 (2011-09)/ETSI EN 301 489-3 V1.6.1 (2013-08) – Testing to Section 8.2
(Radiated Emissions).

■

ETSI EN 301 489-1 V1.9.2 (2011-09)/ETSI EN 301 489-3 V1.6.1 (2013-08) – Testing to Section 8.3
(Conducted Emissions from DC Power Port).

■

ETSI EN 301 489-1 V1.9.2 (2011-09)/ETSI EN 301 489-3 V1.6.1 (2013-08): – Testing to EN 61000-42:2008 (Electrostatic Discharge). Testing to EN 61000-4-3:2008 (RF Electromagnetic Field Immunity).
Testing to EN 61000-4-6:2008 (RF Common Mode Immunity). Testing to ISO 7637-2:2011 (Vehicular
Transients and Surges).

■

ETSI EN 300 220-1 V2.4.1 (2012-05)/ ETSI EN 300 220-3 V1.1.1 (2000-09) – Testing to Section 5.4
(Transmitter Under Extreme Test Conditions). Testing to Section 7.2 (Transmitter Average Power). Testing
to Section 7.8 (Transmitter Spurious Emissions). Testing to Section 8.6 (Receiver Spurious Emissions).

Additionally, when fitted with the Laird AC4790 radio module:
■

FCC PART 15.212 – Modular transmitters.

■

IC RSP-100 – Certification of Radio Apparatus.

■

AS/NZS 4268:2008 – Radio equipment and systems—Short range devices—Limits and methods of
measurement.

The transmitting device (radio) has been tested in accordance with all the necessary requirements of the
standard by an independent, authorised testing facility. All testing, calibrations and measurements covered by
the test report have been performed in accordance with National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA)
requirements, which include the requirements of ISO IEC 17025 and are traceable to national standards of
measurement.
In accordance with ACMA requirements, RCT has compiled compliance records for ControlMaster® Remote
Controls MRX1000 series, fitted with the following radio brand/models;
■

LAIRD/AEROCOMM

■

LM TECHNOLOGIES

In accordance with the R&TTE Directive 2014/53/EU, RCT possesses compliance declarations for the
following radio brand/models:
■
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Product Labelling
1.

All products that have been assessed, tested and conformance
confirmed are labelled in accordance with the ACMA
requirements. The regulatory compliance mark (RCM) is used to
clearly identify a conformant product.

2.

ControlMaster® MTX1000 Series Remote sets fitted with RM2.4G-BT radios are fitted with an identification label that
incorporates the RCM and the CE logo. This product is intended
for all three regions across the globe.
Serial No.
Volts
Part No.
Radio
Address

Identifies the TX and RX as a matched pair
Confirms system voltage
Part number of unit for reordering
Frequency identifier
Matching pair integrity

3.

ControlMaster® MTX1000 Series Remote sets fitted with Laird
AC4790 or RM-2.4G-BT radios are fitted with an identification
label that incorporates the RCM. This product is intended for the
Region 3 market.

4.

ControlMaster® MTX1000 Series Remote sets fitted with RM2.4G-BT radio modules are also fitted with an identification label
that incorporates the RCM and the CE logo. This product is
intended for the Region 1 market.

5.

ControlMaster® MTX1000 series Remote sets fitted with Laird
AC4790 radios, intended for Region 2 market are fitted with an
identification label that incorporates either of the following
statements:
a) FCC compliance statement (see upper figure)
b) IC compliance statement (see lower figure)

⚠

Important Information

The requirements of the standard should be read in conjunction with the applicable Federal and State laws,
acts and regulations. The standard does not take precedence over these.
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Region Specific Remote Systems
(Radios and Frequencies)
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Radio Types
The following are the types of RF transceivers/modules used in ARX1000 remotes.
Radio Manufacturer

Model/Frequency

Notes

LM Technologies

RM-2.4G-BT

Region 1, 2, 3

2.4 to 2.5 GHZ Blue Tooth
Laird Technologies®

AC4790-1000M-02
(Formerly

Used in region 2 & 3.

Aerocomm®)

UHF 915 – 928 MHz

Region Specific Remote Systems Defined
As per the International Telecommunications Union standard, the world is divided into three regions of radio
spectrum allocations. Generally, countries observe the rules of frequency allocation based on the region they
occupy, but there are exceptions. Different frequencies are used within the different regions for different
purposes. For example, the ISM band in Australia is 915-928 MHz, in the US it is 902-928 MHz and in Europe
433-434 MHz
As the ControlMaster® 2200 series remote control systems are sold into each of the regions, they are required
to be configured to match the requirements for operation within each region. Different radio modules are
installed to suit these requirements.

RCT Head Office
Perth, Australia

ITU Regions
Region 1
Region 2
Region 3

Figure 12 World map showing radio spectrum allocation regions

⚠

Important Information

The requirements of the standard should be read in conjunction with the applicable federal and state laws,
acts and regulations. The standard does not take precedence over these.
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Critical Spare Parts List
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Part No.

Description

Quantity
Included Parts

Suggested Parts

11062

Case Display Clear Top To Suit ATX / MTX

1

1

7954

Switch E/Stop To Suit ATX / MTX

1

1

12894

Cover Flip Fire.

1

1

12741

Cover Flip Start.

1

1

12739

Boot To Suit Joystick MTX

2

2

10866

Joystick MTX1000

2

2

11781

Display OLED Programmed

1

1

12866

Battery Pack To Suit MTX

1

1

0880

Switch Push Button White

12

2

0879

Switch Push Button Red

1

1

12896

Switch Push Button Green

1

1

3622

Neck Strap To Suit MTX

1

1

10620

Label To Suit Display MTX

1

1

12865

Battery Charger

1

1
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Glossary
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Glossary
A

Amp (Ampere)

MIN

Minimum

ac

alternating current

mm

millimetres

AMS

Advanced Management System

mW

Milliwatts

Aux

Auxiliary Output

N/A

Not Applicable

CAN

Controller Area Network

N/C

Normally Closed

CMIO

Control Master Input Output PCB

N/O

Normally Open

CMR

Control Master Receiver

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer

CMT

Control Master Transmitter

O/P

Outputs

CM2200

Control Master 2200 Remote Set

Out

Output

COMMS

Communications

PB

Push Button

CPU

Central Processor Unit

PC

Personal Computer

dc

direct current

PCB

Printed Circuit Board

E.G.

For example

PIN

Personal Identification Number

ETR

Energised To Run

PLC

Programmable Logic Controller

ETS

Energised To Stop

POT

Potentiometer

ESD

Engine Shutdown

PPM

Pulses Per Metre

FET

Field Effect Transistor

PWM

Pulse Width Modulation

GND

Ground

PWR

Power

H

Hours

Rev

Revision

HEX

Hexadecimal Numbering System

RF

Radio Frequency

ID

Identity

RH

Relative Humidity

i.e

That is

rpm

Revolutions per minute

In

Input

RX

Receiver

IP

Ingress Protection

RS232

Recommended Standard (number 232)
for serial data transfer

kg

Kilogram

Source

The output can supply/drive current out

Km/h

Kilometres Per Hour

SYS

System

LCD

Liquid Crystal Display

TOV

Text On Video

LED

Light Emitting Diode

TX

Transmitter

LK

Link

V

Volts

M

Minutes

°C

Degrees Centigrade

mA

Milliamps

#

Number

MAX

Maximum

<

Less Than

MCU

Multi-Control Unit

>

Greater Than

MFU

Multi-Function Unit

%

Percentage

MHz

Mega Hertz (million(s) cycles per
second)
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Warranty
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Warranty
Please see the RCT standard warranty, available on our website - www.rct-global.com.
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Discover more: www.rct-global.com
sales@rct-global.com
AUSTRALIA:
AFRICA:
CANADA:
RUSSIA / CIS:
SOUTH AMERICA:
USA:

+61 (0) 8 9353 6577
+27 (0) 83 292 4246
+1 705 590 4001
+7 (910) 411 11-74
+56 9 8731 9925
+1 801 938 9214

